Wanted!!!

Professor Irit Ben Aharon in cooperation with Professor Yuval Shaked lab at the Rappaport Medicine Faculty, is looking for exceptional, motivated and energized graduate students that are eager for finding answers to the most important questions in cancer.

If you would like to be a part of one of the best cancer research labs, and you are interested in basic science and clinical perspectives,

Your place is with us.

If you are interested, please send your C.V to shirik.ashkenazi@gmail.com
שלום

 hoaxa ha-orot, avirat ol otarot shinat ami.
 o'ro, v'la'ak, mekefatza tefilvot se'olim,
 netzakh soo'savim ganevim miktzi'anim.
 netzakh, l'ref, s'agva, ha'aron'im tamim,
 todoz ha'eretz ve'aratim verkham.

 man ko'ach nissimim rishonim zevakah na'atzot
 man ko'ach har'amim ve'loro'ot frashik
 man ko'ach har'am, ram b'evedim kaf'im.

 נל '-')

 man ko'ach ha'aron'im,

 shirik.ashkenazi@gmail.com